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Mobile Notary with 4 years of experience in Purchasing, confirming, and delivering
e-tickets in our proprietary inventory management system for holiday shows 
&amp; beyond. Running reports to coordinate the organization and delivery of 
tickets. Maintaining and utilizing organizational methods to sustain ticket volume. 
Completing nightly checks to ensure accuracy for next day ticket distribution. 
Completing daily checks to ensure accuracy for same-day ticket distribution. 
Collaborating with Customer Care to assist with any showtime questions.

AUGUST 2006 – 2006
MOBILE NOTARY - ABC CORPORATE

 Effortlessly engaged with callers, actively listen, analyze their need, and provide
solutions.

 Comfortably navigated multiple applications to research solutions.
 Multitasked in systems while patiently providing step-by-step instructions.
 Calmly provided conflict resolution and navigate frustrated customer situations.
 Worked independently with discipline and motivation to succeed in a virtual 

environment.
 Worked in a highly structured environment with strict adherence to your 

assigned full-time schedule taking high-volume inbound calls from customers.
 Worked at a desk, wearing a wired headset, while talking to customers in a high-

volume, fast-paced, and sometimes stressful environment.

2001 – 2006
MOBILE NOTARY - DELTA CORPORATION

 Traveling to varies locations to witness the signing of loan documents and 
verifying their authenticity, faxing and mailing documentations back for .

 Mobile closing services for mortgage and title companies for refinances and 
purchases, customer service.

 Skills Used Excellent Customer Serivce.
 Used technology like smartphones and handheld devices to sort, scan, and 

prepare orders.
 Receive truck deliveries.
 Perform physical labor including lifting up to 49 pounds, with or without 

reasonable accommodation.
 Stand and walk during shifts lasting up to five hours, with or without reasonable 

accommodation.
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EDUCATION

GED

SKILLS

Coordinating Skills, Customer Care.
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